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UFO shuts down Hangzhou airport

Posted by Admin on July 15, 2010

By Jessica Beaton

Xiaoashan airport in Hangzhou, China was shut down after airport workers discovered, well, we’re not sure what they discovered, that was the problem.

Think the only things in Hangzhou are West Lake and screaming? Think again. Looks like the famous attraction got some out-of-this-world company as Hangzhou’s Xiaoashan airport was shut down for an hour (creating hours of delays) around 9pm after “something” was spotted hovering in the sky. Officials still aren’t sure what they saw, but media reports coming from Xinhua government news agency have come out to say that an unidentified flying object (UFO) was detected in the area.

There’s no better way to make headlines than to have a UFO sighting.

As the airport tried to figure out what to do, outgoing flights were grounded and incoming flights (Hangzhou is Asian discount air carrier Air Asia’s hub) were diverted to Ningbo and Wuxi.

See CNNGo’s collection of UFO sightings in Asia.

Shanghai Daily reports that the object was seen on airport radar, and that a passenger who saw the UFO said that it “looked like a twinkling spot and disappeared very soon.”

Other reports say that witnesses in Hangzhou saw a glowing object, “glowing in golden light,” hovering in the afternoon sky and followed by “a comet-like tail.”

Hangzhou authorities have come out saying that what people (and airport officials) reported seeing might have been sunlight reflected from regular airplanes.

Were not saying we think little green men landed — why choose China when Thai beaches are so close by? — but really, a reflection from an airplane shut down an airport? They should come up with a better excuse than that.

Read about the forgotten Asian UFO files found in Roswell, New Mexico on CNNGo.

Read on here to see an image from the event.

Follow us on Twitter!
Rachel Maddow: Holder Brings Charges Against New Orleans’ Police Officers in Danziger Bridge Killings

Posted by Admin on July 15, 2010

Rachel Maddow reports that Attorney General Eric Holder has pressed charges against several New Orleans policemen who appear to have opened fire on a number of unarmed men crossing a New Orleans bridge. Two of the men were killed and the police conspired to cover up their role in the shootings.

The fact that the incident has seen charges brought against the policemen that potentially carry the penalty of life in prison is viewed as a step taken toward addressing the city’s concern over what happened in New Orleans after Katrina and after.

Here is a transcript of Maddow’s coverage:

Truthout

13 July 2010

http://tinyurl.com/24pgvos

TRANSCRIPT:

RACHEL MADOW, HOST: We begin tonight with major developments in what had been one of the biggest scandals to rock the Gulf Coast region before the BP oil disaster came along. Less than a week after Hurricane Katrina struck the city of New Orleans, an NBC News camera crew was filming on a bridge over the Industrial Canal when they heard a commotion coming from the next bridge over. Here’s what NBC’s cameras caught that day.

Police officers in a rental truck not marked as a police vehicle firing their weapons at something. It’s not clear what from the NBC crew’s vantage point. According to the version of events offered by the New Orleans police, officers had confronted a gang of armed men. Those men shot at the police first and the police had returned fire. You can hear just how much fire in that clip. That was the story from the New Orleans police at the time.

Police officers in a rental truck not marked as a police vehicle firing their weapons at something. It’s not clear what from the NBC crew’s vantage point. According to the version of events offered by the New Orleans police, officers had confronted a gang of armed men. Those men shot at the police first and the police had returned fire. You can hear just how much fire in that clip. That was the story from the New Orleans police at the time. What emerged later was very different story. The people on the Danziger Bridge, it turns out, were unarmed. They were simply crossing the bridge to try to find food and a safe place to stay as New Orleans drowned.

A police call did say that officers were being shot at on the bridge, but officers weren’t being shot at. Seven officers responded to that call and when the smoke cleared, two civilians were dead and four were wounded. None of the victims were armed. In the years since the Danziger Bridge shooting, the officers stuck to their story that they fired in self-defense. But that version of events started to unravel earlier this year when some of their fellow officers started pleading guilty to helping cover up what really happened. In April, Officer Michael Hunter became the latest to plead guilty to a cover-up that involved a planted gun, phony witnesses, falsified police reports, and lying to a state grand jury that had convened to investigate the case.

In the course of entering his guilty plea, prosecutors revealed Officer Hunter’s own account of what happened after the police began firing that day. According to the account, quote: "Defendant Hunter saw several civilians who appeared to be unarmed, injured, and subdued. Sergeant A suddenly leaned over the concrete barrier, held out his assault rifle, and in a sweeping motion fired repeatedly at the civilians lying wounded on the ground." The account also describes what happened when the two officers drove to the other side of the bridge...
in pursuit of three men running away from the scene. One of them was a severely mentally disabled man named Ronald Madison. Officer Hunter’s account continues, quote:

"Officer A, without warning, fired a shotgun at Ronald Madison’s back as Madison ran away. As Ronald Madison lay dying on the pavement, Sergeant A ran down the bridge toward Ronald and asked an officer if Ronald was ‘one of them.’ When the officer replied in the affirmative, Sergeant A began kicking or stomping Ronald Madison repeatedly with his foot."

Ronald Madison later died, as did 17-year-old James Brissette. Four other people, all unarmed, were wounded that day. Murder charges were brought in the case initially, but those charges were dropped in 2008. And all of that led up to what happened today. Nearly five years after those shootings, Attorney General Eric Holder appeared in New Orleans to announce federal charges against six current and former New Orleans police officers. Four of them were charged today with firing their weapons illegally, resulting in the deaths of James Brissette and Ronald Madison, as well as the wounding of four others. One of the officers, Sergeant Kenneth Bowen, was also accused of kicking and stomping Ronald Madison as he was dying.

Those four officers have also been charged with lying about the shootings and conspiring to falsely prosecute the brother of one of the victims. He was arrested at the scene but charges against him were later dropped. If convicted of these federal charges, the four officers could face life in prison or even the death penalty if the Justice Department decides to pursue it. Two other police officers were also charged today with participating in the cover-up, including falsifying evidence and witness testimony, and planting a weapon at the scene.

ERIC HOLDER, ATTORNEY GENERAL: Today marks an important step forward in administering justice, in healing community wounds, in improving public safety, and in restoring the public trust in this city’s police department. We will not tolerate wrongdoing by those who are sworn to protect the public. This will not stand.

MADDOW: All six officers indicted today have now officially surrendered to federal authorities. The U.S. attorney in New Orleans considers them all to be flight risks and is pushing to have them all detained, i.e., jailed before their trial. This is huge news for New Orleans. This is huge news for the nation still not yet come to terms with the aftermath of what really happened after Hurricane Katrina. We will keep you posted as this
In fact, the entire 5,125-year cycle – hardly an instant of geological time – is but a mutative phase. This phase complete, a new evolutionary stage begins. This is known as the noosphere, literally, the mental sheath of the planet, the mind of the Earth, where we think and act as a single planetary organism – a new race of bio-solar telepaths. With the advent of planetary consciousness will come not destruction, but, at long last, universal peace.

Mattis New Centcom Commander

I’m sure the appointment of Gen. James Mattis, previously head of U.S. Joint Forces Command, to succeed Gen. David Petraus at Centcom makes sense somehow but his gaffes in past commands dismay me. The video tells the story and the article below it amplifies.

Among them:

"Actually, it’s a lot of fun to fight. You know it’s a helluva hoot. I’ll be right up front with you. I like brawling. You go into Afghanistan, you get guys who slap women around for five years because they didn’t wear a veil … guys like that ain’t got no manhood left anyway. So it’s a hell of a lot of fun to shoot them.”

Where is discernment here? Where is due process? How does a crime perpetrated by some people translate into a death sentence for all people?

The clip of his speech is being shown throughout the Muslim world. Gen. Mattis moves into a position that depends on trust. I can’t say I’m optimistic about his chances of success.

It’s fun to kill in Afghanistan, says top US commander

By Kim Sengupta, Defence Correspondent

10 July 2010

The Independent

http://tinyurl.com/3ae6svx

The US military, still recovering from the shock of the sacking of General Stanley McChrystal, its top commander in Afghanistan – is facing fresh problems over revelations that another top commander declared that it was “fun to shoot people” in Afghanistan.

A video of General James Mattis making his comments was yesterday spreading through the Muslim world at a fraught time in Afghanistan for the US and its Western allies. General Mattis has been named as successor to General David Petreaus as head of US Central Command. General Petreaus is moving to Afghanistan after McChrystal’s sacking over derogatory remarks made about President Obama to Rolling Stone magazine. But General Mattis has yet to be confirmed by the US Senate. The general led the controversial US military assault on the Iraqi city of Fallujah in 2004.

The comments which have come back to haunt him were made at a leadership seminar in 2005. He said: “Actually, it’s a lot of fun to fight. You know it’s a helluva hoot. I’ll be right up front with you. I like brawling. You go into Afghanistan, you get guys who slap women around for five years because they didn’t wear a veil … guys like that ain’t got no manhood left anyway. So it’s a hell of a lot of fun to shoot them.”

Robert Gates, the US Defence Secretary, said that the remarks were made five years ago and General Mattis had learnt his lesson. But one senior American officer serving in Kabul, said: “This is not what we want to see happen after a very difficult time in the campaign. But we don’t think the Senate will block his appointment.

“The fact is people in the forces tend not to speak like bishops. We’ll have to make clear to Afghans that what he was talking about related to the Taliban, who oppress women, and certainly not Afghans and Muslims as a whole.”

SaLuSa Gives an Integrative Message Three Days Before the Conscious Convergence

Posted by Admin on July 15, 2010
Over eons of time you have given your power to those who would lead you, and some have been true to their spiritual beliefs. Most have usurped power for their own gain, and established law and order to ensure they keep it.

In more recent times you were placed under the rule of Kings and Queens, who declared they were appointed by God or indeed were gods, and the right of succession was born. Along with the Church your freedom of choice was taken away, and since then you have rarely had a true Government of the people.

Increasingly, power has since been seized by those who control almost every aspect of your lives, and it is power and money that has taken over. This brings you right back to the Illuminati and the wealthy banking families that set up a system that has denied you your sovereignty and your God-given rights to live in peace and happiness. As a result your reality is in dire need of change, and not just because of the problems deliberately set up by the Illuminati.

As promised, within the provisions of NESARA are virtually all of the steps necessary to reverse the established systems that have held you back. These are necessarily far reaching and indicate the direction in which Humanity should have progressed. The changes that we have participated in that are awaiting an opportunity to introduce are those very same benefits and they are close to becoming part of your new reality.

In part you have created it by showing your intent to manifest changes for the good of all. That indeed is the key, and has the backing of the Spiritual Hierarchy and God, and has been the flag that St. Germain has carried for you.

The present period of time was foreseen millennia ago, but even so you still had the freewill to determine how it worked out. The Light has never been far away and battled with the dark Ones for supremacy. However, as you slipped into the lower vibrations, you forgot who you were and fell victim to them.

Now you stand tall and know where you are going, and fear has been replaced with the certain knowledge that you are safe within the Light. It is your shield, sword and suit of armour, and cannot be assailed by the dark energies. You the Lighted Ones are the Knights in Armour that have arrived on Earth to win the final battle, and we tell you that it is already won.

The emphasis of power has switched to you, and the Light is now so well established on Earth it cannot be extinguished. In fact it continues to grow exponentially, and is opening up the path to Ascension for all to see. More souls are awakening to their true self, with the knowledge of 2012 and its significance. As always the choice is yours as to whether you accept this unique opportunity to ascend.

Our mission has been to not only assist in your awakening, but ensure that the dark Ones were unable to interfere with your evolution. Where you have accepted their rule, that has been your free choice and it was not for us to intervene.

However, many of you have expressed your intent to move forward into the Light, and because of that decision we will protect for you. Being of the Light is a state that you work towards, and every aspect is embraced by Love and your ability to express it in all you do.

It is being gentle, compassionate, kind, considerate and most importantly non-judgmental. It comes from understanding that all life has its source in the Creator, and therefore you are All One. What you do to One you do to All, and that is expressed in the saying “that no Man is an Island”. Whatever you do effects everything else, and creates energy levels that can powerfully influence other souls.

We come to you not to preach but there are conditions created upon Earth that must be changed if you are to be prepared for Ascension. So many of you look for guidance and that is what we give, but you must find what satisfies your search for the truth, and yet even so it will most certainly change as your consciousness expands.

This is why the path of another soul will not necessarily be for you, but you should have no difficulty in finding yours. If it feels right it will serve you at the time, but do not fall into the trap of becoming too rigid in your beliefs, and leave space for change.

You will find that knowledge and understanding, is far more expansive than you could possibly believe whilst you are still held in the lower vibrations. Allow for the fact that it will be a long time before you can possibly know everything there is.

You might ask where do we stand as far as evolution is concerned, and we would reply that we as member civilizations of the Galactic Federation have already ascended. We continue to evolve, and will do so until we find ourselves at One with the Source of All That Is. No matter who you are or how you view life, or what your beliefs are you will still evolve through the experiences each life provides you. You may go in all directions at various times, but the fact is that the net result will see you progress towards the Light.

You may choose to stay in your present dimension, and that does not mean you are not evolving. You can return to any level you desire in the interests of gaining the experience you need. It is not usually a decision you make alone, and your mentors and Guides will assist you in making it.

In reality life is quite orderly inasmuch that every individual has his or her own plan, yet it still interacts with the whole. The Laws of the Universe apply to each one of you, and you are very much affected by the Law of
Attraction. You may not knowingly use it, but if you do it can be very beneficial. Cause and Effect are real and that is why you take responsibility for all of your actions.

Indeed you are also responsible for your thoughts and words, which carry energy according to what you intend. Be careful, Dear Ones, and think before you act and simply check that you are not about to harm another soul in any way. It sounds rather hard to be in control as you are prone to act first without thinking, but you can if you put your mind to it. Live from the heart and love will accompany all you do and say.

I am SaLuSa from Sirius, and in the time we have had together, a lot has passed between us. We have followed your consciousness levels as they have expanded, whilst helping you with your spiritual understanding. We are now much closer as a result, making our coming tasks so much easier.

Thank you SaLuSa.
Mike Quinsey.

Looking Back on the Harmonic Convergence of Aug. 16-7, 1987
Posted by Admin on July 15, 2010

The Harmonic Convergence of August 16-7, 1987 was a celebration of planetary quickening and rebirth, inspired by Dr. Jose Arguelles.

The Earth's renaissance was predicted by the Mayans to start at this time and to culminate, at the end of a 26,000-year cycle, in the winter solstice of Dec. 21, 2012.

During this transitional period, the Earth would leave the Age of Pisces and enter the Age of Aquarius. Hindus knew this transition as one from the Kali Yuga or Dark Age to the Sat Yuga or Golden Age.

By winter solstice 2012, the sun's orbital cycle around the Pleiades star system would realign with the plane of the galactic center, which is known to the Mayans (I believe) as Hunab Ku, and produce a planetary transformation or Ascension to the fifth Dimension. (1)

My understanding is that the Mayan people learned their calendar from Quetzalcoatl, which I am led to believe is their name for Sanat Kumara, the planetary Logos of this cycle. Sanat Kumara is said to live on Venus in a higher dimension (much as we will soon live on Earth in a higher dimension).

In the Hopi tradition, 144,000 “rainbow warriors” or “sundancers” would gather at the end of this cycle to unite the Earth. Lightworkers Worldwide suggests that:

“At that time, people will have their choice to accept or reject the Creator’s plan for peace on earth. This is prophetically seen as the return of Quetzacoatl who in the ancient Mayan tradition is also the God of the planet Venus.” (2)

Sanat Kumara is an exalted figure known to Zoroastrians, Hindus, Buddhists, Scandinavians, Muslims, and Theosophists as well as Christians and Jews. To the latter he is known as the Biblical “Ancient of Days.”

Dr. Jose Arguelles led the Harmonic Convergence. The ceremonies were held at power centers like Mount Shasta and Mount Fuji. It was believed that, if 144,000 people assembled at these power centers and meditated for peace, their efforts would multiply the power of the predicted events. (3)

Dr. Lyn Hopkins described the organizers' intentions:

“The period in history known as the Harmonic Convergence was defined by Jose Arguelles as: ‘the point at which the counter-spin of history finally comes to a momentary halt, and the still imperceptible spin of post-history commences.’”

“It was the fulfillment of the prophecy of Quetzalcoatl, known as the Thirteen Heavens and Nine Hells. The prophecy stated that following the ninth hell, humanity would know and experience an unprecedented New Age of Peace. The Hell cycle ended on August 16, 1987; the Harmonic Convergence began on August 17. ‘Thus began the projected twenty-five year culmination of the 5,125 year Great Cycle of History, as well as the 26,000-year cycle of evolution, both slated to end in 2012.’ (4)

Of course we know now that the era following the Harmonic Convergence of 1987 was anything but a “New Age of Peace.”

But that doesn’t detract from the significance of the event. Galactic and spirit teachers today say that many more people were made aware of Ascension than if the event had never happened and many more will go
Dr. Hopkins described the energy changes as a result of the event:

“Since the initiation of the Harmonic Convergence, there have been measurable increases in the energy of our planet Earth. After resonating at a base resonant frequency of 8 Hz per second for thousands of years, during which Earth has essentially been asleep, her frequency is now rising. She appears to be rising to a fundamental vibration of 13 cycles per second, as predicted by the Fibonacci series (mathematical proportions based on the Golden Mean, also called the harmonics of the universe).

“Accompanying this energy boost is a rapid decrease in the magnetic field that surrounds the planet. Our magnetic field has served us in the past by creating an illusion of separation and protection from energies outside ourselves. It will eventually reach zero when there will be no artificial barriers, so it is essential that we take our power individually and collectively, honoring others and ourselves in the process.” (5)

In 2008, Meg Benedicte looked back on the results of the Harmonic Convergence. She felt it to have been an event of the highest importance and invited the planet’s population to use their inspiration from it to propel them through Ascension.

“Not only are we being supported by our Universal neighbors at this time, but we also have a powerful particle field of divine light entering our atmosphere.

“The inter-dimensional pathway opened in the heavens, and the Upward Spiral of Ascension swept into our human energy field in 1987 at the Harmonic Convergence.

“Since then we have been gradually shedding density and parasitic systems, so that we can disengage from the downward spiral of the human death cycle, and shift into embodying the Universal upward spiral of evolution. This is the path of hope, renewal and rebirth!

“I invite all who are drawn to the New Earth reality to join the Ascension movement now. Send love from your hearts into the wave circling the planet as we build a crescendo of hope that supports the New Age. Charge it up in your hearts, picture it in your minds and feel it secure into the quantum hologram, so that we can take back our world and create the change needed to provide for all life on this planet. We are ONE community! Our time is NOW!” (6)

Dr. Meg Blackburn Losey, channeling “the Masters” a year later, drew our attention to the steadily increasing harmonics of the planet and its inhabitants.

“Your harmonic vibrations have been raised in recent weeks to a state of oscillation and vibration that has not been experienced in humanity for nearly 26,000 years. You are of greater light and more reflective than humanity has ever been in the entirety of its history.

“What is now in occurrence is a complete re-harmonization of all creation that brings forth a heightening of responsive light toward attunement of dysfunctional harmonics. Like a grand piano, all of creation is ridding itself of sour notes and retuning for perfection of harmonic resonance.” (7)

We are now down to the last two-and-a-half years of this present planetary cycle.

The Conscious Convergence scheduled for July 17-18, 2010 is the next stage in our opening to the consciousness of our unity with everything that lives and our preparations for Ascension. May it result in the falling away of the walls that divide us and the achievement of unity and harmony as a planet.
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The new solar codes that have been activated through the gateway portal of the lunar to solar eclipses are now fully integrating in the lives and bodies of awakened souls everywhere. The realization of this momentous event can be heralded through your subtle, but growing ability to stabilize in these incoming and unprecedented frequencies as you find the increasing capacity to remain in a state of emotional calm, despite the intensity that surrounds you at this time.

You may even be noticing that events on earth suddenly seem very far away, almost at a distance comparable to a past time by which you are only observing as if in a movie of your own life. To this we confirm that YES, there is in fact great distance now between you and the timeline of past cause and effect creation.

Let us explain:

In the making of a divine world, you who are in tune with and aware of your roles that many have termed... lightworkers and starseeds... you have a knowing of things that others do not. It is not as though those around you unable to know, only that they are not yet prepared on a soul level to activate to these higher-level frequencies. The reason for this disparateness is as we have explained over the passing years... that there is a group of souls here to usher in the era of peace... to anchor the pillars, and in doing so, make the coming world possible for all to experience.

In this deeply embedded quest for light, those of you who have been the grid anchors, divine rods and bridge builders have had an immeasurable amount of karmic energy to sort through. With much other-worldly experience, you have had the role of expunging, cleansing and filtering the outworn energies from the earth’s grid and ley lines so that new energies could replace the old and so all others could experience the infusion of new light through a greater expansion of love.

On your journeys, you have experienced much... you have released much... you have realized much... and you have begun to recognize your divinity in ways that others will begin to marvel at. You will remember things of your human history that will support the building of a new world and you will come to a place of comfort and confidence within yourself that you have never experienced in your human journey.

This comfort results from the reuniting of your internal twin flame, your omnipresent god-self with your created human-self, the absolute divination that you were promised at the start of your selfless travails and in service to the One.

Surely we will have more to share on the effects of this in the coming days.

From Warrior to Creator

What is most important that you realize through the opening of these powerful celestial gateways is that your role as warrior has definitively expired. In truth, you retired from this role many gateways ago, yet many of you are still shedding those skins in search of your new ones.

Beloved counterparts, we say to you specifically... release yourselves fully into the bosom of divine creation now, for you no longer have a need to fight for your countenance... countenance is securely upon you.

To all wayshowers preparing to step over the line of demarcation into full embodied truth, we on this side of the thinning veil dance in the absolute magnificence of what you’ve accomplished and what you are about to experience. To say that your life is about to change is an understatement, for only your imagination could dream up what you have planned for yourselves!

Gladiators of the Next Wave

The next wave of souls that are awakening to greater reality constructs have been triggered on a soul-genetic level through the activation portal between the grand cross alignment (that occurred on the full moon/lunar eclipse on June 26th) and the total solar eclipse (this past Sunday, July 11th).

Know that all of life is forever changed through this transformational gateway. Many of you consciously entered this portal with what was, but are emerging with what IS. As you wipe the sleep from your eyes, you will notice that much has changed in your perceptual landscape and even those around you will respond to you in different ways.

The new wave will be participating in this grand cosmic creation more as gladiators than warriors... defending, protecting & fighting for the rise of consciousness as great institutions continue to dismantle and restructure to integrity based systems. These souls will be well versed in the workings of new energy and will see to it that the higher ways of being and coexisting in collaboration, love and respect for the planet, are seen and heard by those of great influence.

Whereas the grid anchors and transmuters were very experienced warriors from another time and dimension... guided only by a deep encoded knowing... the gladiators are versed in truth through the warriors teachings and will now accept the passing torch and bring the wisdom of the path-pavers to the greater masses.

As these souls begin to infiltrate the world in greater numbers, they will effectively lead those ready to cross over to the new earth, via the brigade of bridges, who are now fully prepared to physically teach and guide these groups to the full understanding of personal and planetary ascension. This intuitive & chronological system will effectuate and pace the awakening of evolutionary change necessary to lift the planet and her people to its galactic place in the heavens and in participation with the many beings of light who join you on
In celebration of YOU, we bid you farewell and many good tidings! Soul family, and eagerly anticipate your yet-undetermined creations for a new world. Before you, but beside you, as co-creators of greater human and universal potential. We rejoice with you, our beloved friends of eternal light, we are with you today as we have been with you all along, yet today is very different from times ago. Today represents the realization and acceptance of grace… the transition from lack to abundance, loss to love and sickness to eternal health.

Ye are Gods!

“All of this you shall have, and more…”

The moment that you accepted your divine role to pave this path of love, you began to attract and experience all that was not love. This was the path of integration, of clearing, that was required to dismantle the old belief systems and structures in place and to make way for the new systems that are now being laid in preparation for the coming of Christ consciousness.

Now, and in the moments that follow this mighty celestial passage (eclipse period) there will be no more room for wavering. You to whom we speak deeply understand that this is so, for the space between thoughts and procurement to buffer your creations has significantly dwindled.

You’ve spent many years in the sorcerers test tube! You’ve been fully protected in a field of non-creation… a testing-ground of sorts… to hone your gifts through purifying your emotional and mental bodies… to practice your powers of the mind in intentional and heart-based ways, so that you would be prepared for these days.

This means that for those with the required light quotient of pure heart love, the protective field of experimental creation is being removed now that you are capable to ground and wholly withstand the incoming frequencies as you mold these powerful energies in productive ways.

All of this was designed to be so… all of this was put in place with divine intent, by and for you, so that you could consciously create among the increasing global chaos to begin a new way, provide new hope, and lead with your light by living examples of embodied truth.

Many would cast stones at the words we are about to share with you, for there are those not yet willing to hear that the word of God is available to all who choose to live by the heart. However, we say that for those of you who have duly followed the inner guidance of your heart, in unwavering faith, it is you who will now prosper… it is you whom we have spoken about in scripture and sacred text, and it is you who will fully understand the true meaning of “Ye are gods; and all of you are children of the most High”.

Have we not said that… “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth”? Have we not said that the abundance and bounty of God’s grace would be available to the peacefully inclined… those who followed in faith the path of oneness, unity, love, acceptance, surrender, and reverence for all living things”?

Beloved masters, indeed it is you to whom we speak.

Lift yourselves up to the thoughts that this is no longer a possibility, but a new reality. For it is now your truth… and in this truth is the very foundation of the new earth, a place where love will abound and compassion will follow for all living things. It is the prophesied time of conscious co-creation and the physical expression of God’s will… sharing in the glory of your chosen gifts… and in this reconnection to the earth and each other, abundance regains its natural flow.

Yes, you look around and the cupboards are still bare and your bodies still ache with the pain of rebirth, but within you is the undeniable and growing certainty that lack is no longer your truth, your reality. It is now in your power to feel your feet firmly placed on this new earth, knowing full well that the transformation of your outer world is finally underway.

Beloved friends of eternal light, we are with you today as we have been with you all along, yet today is very different from times ago. Today represents the realization and acceptance of grace… the transition from lack to abundance, loss to love and sickness to eternal health.

You who have weathered many storms, maintained your inner flame as you walked the steep and thorny path of high-truth with integrity and honor, now establish yourselves as true spiritual humans. No longer is this a concept of the future, but a realization of your now.

Continue to nurture yourselves through the powerful integration of this evolutionary leap and maintain your centeredness as you stabilize deeper into full presence. As the frequencies continue to increase and crescendo, place your focus upon each new piece of your physical lives as they begin to rapidly solidify in the form on your innermost desires.

We are the Spiritual Hierarchy in accordance with Divine Law and as representatives of the One. We stand not before you, but beside you, as co-creators of greater human and universal potential. We rejoice with you, our soul family, and eagerly anticipate your yet-undetermined creations for a new world.

In celebration of YOU, we bid you farewell and many good tidings!
More UFO Photos from Hangzhou, China
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Photo taken by a Hangzhou resident shows an unidentified flying object hovering over Hangzhou, capital of East China’s Zhejiang province, late Wednesday, July 7, 2010. See People’s Daily Online.

Update – Letter from Earthfiles viewer on July 14, 2010: "While living in up-state New York near Roma Air Force Base, during the summer of 1996, four of us saw a similar light in the sky. There were a few clouds that evening, while overhead we began to see a slow pulse of light coming on and then off. As this light came on, the cloud overhead began to glow. This gave me an idea of the altitude being more than 14,000 feet. By putting my hand in front of the light and spreading my fingers out, the light was longer than the span of my hand. This light was seen for more than 20 minute and then turned off.

“By using my hand to judge the altitude of the clouds that evening, this light that we saw was over two miles in length! Several years later, on YouTube, I saw the same light coming from a video from NASA. The light was pulsing on and off. I have never shared this with anyone before now.”

July 13, 2010 Hong Kong, China – Around 9 PM on July 7, 2010, Xiaoshan Airport in Hangzhou in Eastern China was reportedly closed for four hours at large, brightly lighted aerial object of unknown origin was seen and photogra

The People’s Daily Online in its July 9, 2010, English edition, quoted an unnamed airport spokesman, “Some flights were rerouted to airports in the cities of Ningbo and Wuxi. A source with knowledge of the matter told China Daily on Thursday that authorities had learned what the UFO was – after an investigation. But it was not the proper time to publicly disclose the information because there was a military connection, he said, adding that an official explanation is expected to be given on Friday, July 9.”

Further on July 10, 2010, OneIndia.com in New Delhi reported that an employee at Xiaoshan Airport in Hangzh the July 7, 2010, strange aerial object did not show up on the airport’s radar. “We should first find out how the c owner got the approval to fly the object – even a fire balloon needs to get the authority’s permission before liftin far no official explanation has been given.

Now today on July 13, Neil Gould with Exopolitics Hong Kong sent me the following email and alleged photographs of the same aerial phenomenon over Hangzhou that closed the Xiaoshan Airport.

From: Neil Gould
Subject: Xiaoshan Airport Closure and More UFO Images
Date: July 13, 2010 3:26:22 AM MDT
To: Linda Moulton Howe <earthfiles@earthfiles.com>

Hi Linda

Ple read report from my China assistant who has taken the news from her source in China.

I cannot vouch for the authenticity of the UFO depicted which are claimed as true. China is full of lies!!!

But I can vouch for the similarity of the description.

What is unusual in this instance is that the incident seems to have been placed into a higher level of secrecy

Quote: “One staff working in the airport mentioned that a huge long strip shaped object appeared on the radar, height about 3200M, passed the north higher sky of the airlines. It is regarded as UFO temporarily after eliminating all the possibilities. And it is upgraded as top secret.” Unquote

Linda
I am e mailing you several of the pictures in the next few mails. Cannot vouch for authenticity of pictures.

Best
Hangzhou is a sub-provincial city located in the Yangtze River Delta in the People’s Republic of China, and is the capital of Zhejiang province 180 kilometres (112 miles) southwest of Shanghai. Its registered population is 6.4 million people. Hangzhou has been a famous, prosperous Chinese city the last thousand years and is well-known for its environment and the West Lake region.

Hopefully, there are other Hangzhou residents who photographed the object around 9 PM on July 7, 2010, or more about the phenomenon and government efforts to cover the event up. If so, please contact Earthfiles.com. All requests for confidentiality are honored.

More Information:
For further related information about unidentified lights, beams and craft of unknown origin, please see my books and DVD documentaries in the Earthfiles Shop and other Earthfiles reports below from the Archive:

- 05/30/2010 — Part 1: Earthfiles Viewer Letters About High Strangeness
- 12/20/2009 — Why Has U. K. Ministry of Defence Shut Down UFO Office?
- 11/05/2009 — Part 8: 1980 Animal Mutilation High Strangeness Files
- 10/30/2009 — High Strangeness in Overton and Basingstoke, Hampshire, U. K.
• 07/12/2009 — Mysterious Aerial Lights Mimicking Stars in Texas and Oregon
• 06/09/2009 — Update Podcast: Aerial Lights That Mimic Stars, Helicopters and Airplanes
• 02/11/2009 — Part 18: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 12/17/2008 — Erath County, Texas, Policeman Saw 600-Foot-Diameter Aerial Craft Over Stephenville Court House
• 12/02/2008 — Updated: Strange Aerial Object Over Irving, Texas
• 10/31/2008 — Strange Lights Chased by Jets Again October 29, Over Stephenville, Texas, and Crystalline Triangle in Ohio
• 10/28/2008 — More Strange Aerial Lights Seen Over Stephenville and Dublin, Texas
• 10/03/2008 — Mother and Son Watched Cow Rise In Golden-Orange Beam to Disc
• 09/29/2008 — Half Cat and Other Animal Mutilations Around the World and East of Palm Springs, California
• 08/03/2008 — Montauk “Monsters” – At Least Three Live Sightings Reported. Hybrid Dog? Raccoon? What?
• 05/22/2008 — Pregnant Cow Mutilation in Stockholm, Saskatchewan, Canada
• 04/24/2008 — Strange Aerial Lights Like Texas – But Now Photographed in Indiana, Illinois, and Massachusetts
• 04/23/2008 — Four Red, Unidentified Lights Change Patterns Over North Phoenix
• 03/28/2008 — Deer Mutilation in Longs, South Carolina, Two Helicopters and Large, White Sphere
• 02/26/2008 — Viewer Comments About Infrared Cameras, Aerial Symbols and Lights
• 02/22/2008 — Updated: Three Eyewitnesses in Selden, Texas, Saw Two, Large Rectangles of “White Flames” in Sky
• 02/22/2008 — Updated: More Aerial “Symbols” Photographed Over Dublin, Texas
• 02/22/2008 — Abductee Jim Sparks Comments On Alien Symbol Technology
• 02/20/2008 — Updated Part 1: Viewer Comments About Aerial Flames and “Symbols” Over Dublin and Stephenville, Texas
• 02/14/2008 — Update: Mysterious Symbols Projected in Night Sky by Aerial Disc Near Stephenville, Texas, Local Airport
• 02/08/2008 — Law Officers Describe Unidentified Shape-Shifting Aerial Craft in Stephenville, Texas, Region
• 01/28/2008 — Updated 01-28-08: Viewer Letters About Aerial Craft and Military Flyovers Above Dublin, Stephenville and Selden, Texas
• 01/18/2008 — Updated: Huge Aerial Craft Over Dublin, Texas, “Longer Than 3 Football Fields”

Websites:

Majestic 12 Documents: http://www.majesticdocuments.com
MUFON: http://www.mufon.com/
American Presidents: http://www.presidentialufo.com
Physicist David Bohm: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Bohm
Bruce Maccabee, Ph.D.: http://brumac.8k.com/publications.html
Coalition for Freedom of Information: http://www.freedomofinfo.org/
UFO Evidence: http://www.ufoevidence.org/welcome.asp
UFO Casebook: http://www.ufocasebook.com/
NUFORC: http://www.nuforc.org
4/Aristotle. Part II. He who thus considers things in their first growth and origin, whether a state or anything else, will obtain the clearest view of them. In the first place there must be a union of those who cannot exist without each other; namely, of male and female, that the race may continue (and this is a union which is formed, not of deliberate purpose, but because, in common with other animals and with plants, mankind have a natural desire to leave behind them an image of themselves), and...